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Attorney's Corner 
By Larry Culley 
 Victory is sweet, but it's only awarded when your 
Association members work together to ensure their legal 
rights are protected, whether in court or before 
administrative agencies, as the following items relate.  
Remember, together we can do a lot! 
 First, in the fight against the providing of free air that 
the Town of Hempstead on Long Island attempted to 
mandate on all gas stations in the Town, the largest Town in 
the country, GASDA worked with air machine businesses 
and with other associations to fund and maintain a lawsuit 
against the Town in Supreme Court.  On January 2, 2018,  
the Supreme Court Justice hearing the case enjoined the 
Town of Hempstead from enforcing that law which would 
have banned the possession and use of coin-operated air 
machines for tire inflation. The new law would have 
subjected gas station owners to criminal charges, including 
imprisonment for up to 15 days and fines up to $10,000 per 
week, for charging a reasonable fee for compressed air, even 
though it is permitted by New York State law.  Outrageous!  
Ralph Bombardiere, GASDA's Executive Director, 
commented about the decision:  “This is a case where the 
regulated community rose up to fund a lawsuit and take legal 
action to overturn unreasonable and unjust legislation.  
Action had to be taken against a thoughtless and obstinate 
legislature to prevent them from forcing industry to provide 
an expensive service without compensation.”  This issue is 
so important because states and localities all over the 
country were watching and licking their chops at the thought 
of being able to force business to supply free services to 
their constituents and pick up extra revenues from fines to 
boot! 
 On another front, the N.Y.C. Department of Consumer 
Affairs issued a violation against one of our members at four 
separate locations charging that the illuminated curb sign 
was confusing to the public even though it clearly blazoned 
the brand of gas sold and the price of each grade.  Your 
Association agreed with the member and assisted in the 
defense on the first violation, which resulted in a favorable 
decision for the member.  Determined to have its own way, 
the Department appealed the decision before the Office of 
Administrative Tribunals.  A decision on the Appeal was 
handled down this week confirming the finding of the 
Administrative Law Judge in favor of the member and 
remarking, among other points made, that "On the evidence, 
it would be unreasonable to conclude that motorists 
approaching the curb sign would see it as multiple signs or 
otherwise be confused as to the trade name associated with 
the prices."   
 

 
 That's all our industry ever asks for, that the laws and 
regulations be interpreted in a "fair and reasonable manner", 
that we be allowed a level playing field.  We never ask for 
handouts from government as some lobbyists do.  Neither of 
the above cases has given us final victory on the litigated 
issues yet.  But we are now on a clear path to that goal in 
these disputes.  Gas stations and repair shops  -  a vital 
industry  -  we are stronger together.  We can be as strong as 
our members help us to be! 
 
The contents of this column are not intended as legal advice.  I give 
no legal advice without an appointment and interview with a client. 
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Cuomo’s Latest Attack On Business 
The NYS Dept of Labor is considering new regulations 
involving call-in pay.  In addition to requiring employers to 
schedule employees two weeks in advance, the proposed 
regulations stipulate that: 
• Employees that work a shift which is not scheduled in 

advance receive two hours of call-in pay  
• Employees whose shift is cancelled within 72 hours of 

the start receive four hours call-in pay 
• In the case of an employee required to be available to 

any shift would be entitled to four hours of call-in pay 
• In the case of an employee required to confirm within 

72 hours of a shift, whether to report would be entitled 
to four hours of call-in pay 

These changes would impact our members and their 
employees negatively.  The association is making every 
effort to stop these proposed regulations from going into 
effect. We will keep you posted. 
 
Jacobs Calls On Department Of Labor To  
Rescind Proposed Employee Scheduling Rule 
 New York State Sen. Chris Jacobs, R-60, called on the 
New York State Department of Labor to rescind its proposed 
employee scheduling rule citing the "devastating impact" it 
would have on businesses throughout New York. Jacobs 
issued his call after the conclusion of a State Senate hearing 
he co-chaired to help determine the effects of the proposed 
rule on businesses and employment, as well as economic 
development efforts across the state. 
 The proposed new Department of Labor regulation 
would require all employers to pay four hours of wages to 
any "on-call" employee, even if they are not called into 
work. For example, a car wash or landscaper who has a 
"rain-out day" would have to pay each of their workers four 
hours of wages for not working. 
 "I have heard from many businesses and nonprofits in 
my Senate district that employ hundreds of residents 
throughout Western New York that these regulations would 
be a devastating blow to the viability of their businesses in 
New York state," Jacobs said. "Unfortunately, the testimony 
I heard from business groups, individual companies, and 
social services organizations reinforced those fears. Based 
on this hearing it is my great hope that the Department of 
Labor will reconsider the adoption of this proposed 
regulation." 
 Ron Benderson from Buffalo-based Delta Sonic 
testified at the hearing, stating that, if the regulation took 
effect, it would cost his business between "$3-$15 million 
annually." Benderson said it would likely force his company 
to radically change its business model of hand-drying cars 
and invest in automated car washes. 
 "Hence, an unintended consequence of this rule would 
be the elimination of as many as 1,200 current positions in 
New York, not including the 2,500 jobs we would have 
created through expansion," Benderson said. 
 "As a former Buffalo School Board member, I am aware 
of how many of our kids work part-time at Delta Sonic in 

high school and college and make good money, so Delta 
Sonic's testimony really concerned me," Jacobs said. 
 Jim Hornung, president of Elbers Landscaping in 
Buffalo, said the regulations would likely cause him to get 
out of the snowplowing business entirely due to the 
excessive costs of paying plow drivers to be "on-call" even 
when they end up not working because a snow event does 
not occur. 
 "We also heard from a local service station owner, a day 
care provider, a nursing home administrator, all of whom 
said this regulation would be devastating to their future 
financial viability," Jacobs said. 
 In his capacity as chairman of the administrative 
regulations review commission, Jacobs referenced his 
caucus's desire to pass a comprehensive regulatory reform 
package to help make New York a more business-friendly 
state where companies can invest, create jobs and help grow 
the state and regional economy. Jacobs said the NYSDOL 
call-in pay proposal flies in the face of that effort. 
 "Enacting this rule, especially against such strong and 
valid opposition, would create another harmful regulation 
that will hurt our economic competiveness at a time when 
we are trying to grow our economy and make New York 
more business friendly," Jacobs said. "This is the wrong 
message to be sending to the companies that we want to 
invest in our state and create jobs for our residents, and I am 
hopeful that the Department of Labor will hear this message 
and respond accordingly." 
 
 
Member’s Testimony On Call In Pay  
Before Senate Committee on Labor  
 Good Morning Senators: 
 Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on 
the NYS Dept. of Labor recently proposed rule-making 
concerning employee scheduling (call-in pay).  It is 
refreshing that someone is willing and interested in hearing 
from a small business owner on how their business may be 
impacted from a new policy, regulation, or rule-making 
change by New York State.  
 My name is Steve Doheny, President of Doheny Oil 
Corporation.  My wife, Nan, and I own and operate a small 
family business in Ballston Spa that my parents Bob and 
Nona started 58 years ago.  We have a retail gasoline station 
and convenience store along with service bays for 
performing automotive and light truck maintenance and 
repair.  Our team consists of 10 employees, ranging from 2 
to 34 years of employment. 
 After receiving the notice from our multiple trade 
organizations in November, with respect to the proposed 
rule-making, I read the key provisions of the new regulation 
and immediately came up with two specific issues that will 
affect us if this new regulation is enacted.  I have sent a 
letter to the department of labor, to give these two examples 
and express my concerns, and now I would like to explain 
these two examples to the panel today. 
 I have an employee who is expecting his first child in 
late February or early March of 2018.  He and his wife have 
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already told me that he plans to take his 2 weeks paid 
vacation and possibly his paid personal time.  Additionally, 
he will use 2 weeks of Paid Family Leave (a new program 
for 2018 in NYS).  As long as the delivery goes well, he 
doesn’t see a need to take the additional 6 weeks of Paid 
Family Leave at the time of baby’s arrival, but he may, if he 
needs too.  Our problem is this:  Since Baby’s don’t 
normally come on a specific day and time like a plane, train 
or bus, we will likely plan to have additional coverage for 
him on an estimated date.  So, now we have a schedule made 
out 14 days in advance, and the baby is late.  The employee 
says that since the baby isn’t here yet, he will continue 
working. But I already made out the 14 day schedule, and 
had a second employee scheduled to fill in.  Do I cancel the 
second replacement worker, pay the 4 hours penalty for each 
day he was scheduled but now cancelled, and pay the first 
employee a 2 hour call-in penalty to put him back on the 
schedule, or do I just go with the original 14 day schedule 
and hope for the best?  In the past, we would just be as 
flexible as possible under the circumstances, work with all 
of our employees to do what was best for everyone involved.  
Now however, we have a new state regulation that has to be 
followed, regardless of how much more money it costs us 
and we need to make no exceptions. 
 Or how about the employee who comes to us and says 
“I just received a notice that I have to report for a week of 
Jury Duty starting in two weeks”.  The employee is required 
to call in on the Sunday afternoon anytime after 4pm. prior 
to the start of Jury Duty to determine if they are to report on 
Monday morning for 9am. In the past we have spoken to our 
employees and explained the issue at hand, and asked if 
everyone could work around the possibility that if he or she 
is called in, we will need to change the coverage as needed.  
Now however, we have a new regulation requiring the 14 
day schedule.  Joe is on the schedule and has Jury Duty.  He 
calls in Sunday afternoon and is told to report on Monday at 
9am.  He calls Sally to fill in and the company pays Sally to 
cover the shift, but also has to pay Sally an additional 2 
hours as a penalty for not giving her proper notice.  And if 
Joe has to go for Jury Duty on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday, the same penalty is paid to Sally on those days as 
well. 
 Maybe after re-thinking the Jury Duty issue, we are 
fortunate enough to have the ability to fill out the 14 day 
schedule before the Jury Duty starts, and therefore we don’t 
put Joe on the day schedule during the week of Jury Duty.  
Sally is on the day schedule, and now Joe calls the Sunday 
before only to find out he does not have to report at all that 
week for Jury Duty. (Lucky Joe.)  So Joe wants to just work 
his normal day schedule.  Sally too is happy and says that’s 
fine for her, she will just take back her normal evening hours 
later in the week.  But wait, if I bring Joe back to work the 
company will have to pay him an extra 2 hours and will have 
to pay Sally 4 hours to cancel her shift. And how many days 
will that be repeated?  That doesn’t seem to be a very 
fiscally responsible way to run a business, and I’m not sure 
how helpful that is being flexible with your staff. 

 Along these same lines, lets fast forward 2 years.  I am 
notified that I’m being selected by the NYS Dept. of Labor 
for an Audit.  The auditor shows up and requests to see my 
payroll records, along with my 14 day schedules.  I believe 
all is good, and since no employees had any problems with 
the way we paid them, or the amount they were paid, we 
assume the audit should go well.  Wait a minute.  The 
auditor notices that one of the 14 day schedules does not 
match the accompanying time sheets.  It seems that Joe and 
Sally have appeared to worked different days from the 14 
day schedules.  Why were they not paid the appropriate call 
in pays?  I say I’m not sure, that was a year and a half ago, 
but maybe that was when Joe won two concert tickets to 
SPAC and he a Sally swapped shifts?  It wasn’t a problem 
for either of them, but I don’t recall for sure.  No, we are 
required to pay both Joe and Sally for these call in pays and 
also pay a penalty to the Dept of Labor for not having the 
proper documentation to prove why we didn’t pay them for 
the call in pay.   
 Over the last 34 years that I have been in the family 
business, I have seen an increasing number of burdensome 
regulations, and fees that have forced many small businesses 
to sell out to larger companies, or simply close.  Small 
businesses like ours have to treat our customers and 
employees well, or we will find that both will leave us and 
go to our competition.  The call-in pay proposal has to be the 
most unnecessary, overreaching, and purely bureaucratic 
regulation I have seen to date.  It limits the flexibility for 
both the company AND the Employee, and it adds to the 
already sky-rocketing expenses associated with running a 
business. 
 A few years ago the state was pushing an ad campaign 
that was labeled; “New York State, Open For Business”.  I 
would suggest that a new and more appropriate campaign 
might be; “Will The Last Business Leaving New York State 
Please Turn Off The Lights On Your Way Out”. 
 Thank you Senators for your valuable time and 
consideration on this very important issue.   
 Steven B. Doheny 
 President 
 
 
ICE Agents Raid 7-Eleven Stores, Make 21 Arrests 
 U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
agents arrived early Wednesday morning at 98 7-Eleven 
convenience stores in 17 states and Washington, D.C, to 
check employees' immigration statuses. They delivered audit 
notifications and conducted interviews with workers, 
reported the Associated Press. 
 The initiative was the largest operation against an 
employer since President Donald Trump took office, 
according to the agency. 
 Twenty-one people suspected of being in the United 
States illegally were arrested. The audits could lead to 
criminal charges or fines over the stores' hiring practices. 
 Store owners and managers have three days to provide 
information about their employees' immigration status. 
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 Dani Bennett, spokeswoman for ICE, said Wednesday's 
operation would not be an isolated incident. 
 "We are going to be doing more of this work and 
dedicating more resources to make sure businesses are 
complying with the law," Bennett said. "This is a 
demonstration of our commitment to enforcing the law." 
 7-Eleven stores were temporarily shut down in 
California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, 
Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, New 
York, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas and 
Washington, as well as Washington, D.C., reported the 
Washington Post. 
 In response, 7-Eleven Inc. issued a statement saying that 
the company is not responsible for individual franchise 
owners' hiring decisions. 
 "7-Eleven franchisees are independent business owners 
and are solely responsible for their employees, including 
deciding who to hire and verifying their eligibility to work in 
the United States," the company said in its statement. 
 "As part of the 7-Eleven franchise agreement, 7-Eleven 
requires all franchise business owners to comply with all 
federal, state and local employment laws," the statement 
continued. "7-Eleven takes compliance with immigration 
laws seriously and has terminated the franchise agreements 
of franchisees convicted of violating these laws." 
 ICE called Wednesday's sweep a follow-up to the 2013 
raid that prompted the arrests of nine 7-Eleven franchise 
owners and managers, as CSNews Online previously 
reported. They were charged with "conspiring to commit 
wire fraud, stealing identities and concealing and harboring 
illegal aliens employed at their stores," according to the 
organization. Eight have since plead guilty and were ordered 
to pay more than $2.6 million in back wages. 
 "Today's actions send a strong message to U.S. 
businesses that hire and employ an illegal workforce: ICE 
will enforce the law and if you are found to be breaking the 
law, you will be held accountable," said Thomas D. Homan, 
acting director of ICE. 
 Irving-based 7-Eleven Inc. operates, franchises and/or 
licenses more than 64,000 stores in 18 countries, including 
10,900 in North America. 
 
 
Red Robin Announces Personnel Cuts  
Due To Minimum Wage Hikes 
 Red Robin is addressing higher minimum wages across 
the country by downsizing its workforce, the New York Post 
reports. The casual burger chain is slashing the busboy 
position at each of its 570 locations, which will translate into 
an $8 million savings. 
 Last year, the chain eliminated the food expediter 
positions for a cost savings of close to $10 million. “We 
need to do that to address the labor increases we’ve seen,” 
said Guy Constant, CFO at Red Robin. 
 The chain has many locations in the Western states, 
which have seen higher starting wages lately. Colorado’s 
minimum wage jumped from $9.30 to $10.20, while 

California and Washington had a 50-cent bump from $10.50 
and $11 in 2018,  Fox23 News reports. 
 Current staff will have to take over the busboy jobs, 
which could hurt customer service. Red Robin has been 
investigating delivery options as well. 
 
 
 
New Year Begins With Highest Gas Prices Since 2014 
 The new year rang in with the highest gas prices since 
2014, with the national gas price average standing at $2.49 
and prices across the country ranging more $3 a gallon. 
 High travel volumes over the holidays drove gas prices 
up five cents on the week. At the start of 2018, motorists in 
the Northeast, South and the upper Midwest are seeing pump 
prices as much as 13 cents more expensive than last one 
week ago. 
 “Although prices at the pump shot up over the holidays, 
now that the holiday season in the rearview mirror, motorists 
can expect gas prices to trend cheaper this month as we are 
likely to see a significant drop in gasoline demand,” said 
Jeanette Casselano, AAA spokesperson. 
 The nation’s top ten states with the largest yearly 
changes are: Alaska (up 39 cents), Montana (up 35 cents), 
California (up 34 cents), Oregon (up 30 cents), Hawaii (up 
27 cents), Washington (up 24 cents), Wyoming (up 24 
cents), Indiana (up 23 cents), Nevada (up 22 cents) and Utah 
(up 22 cents). 
 The nation’s top ten states with the least expensive 
gasoline are: Missouri ($2.22), Oklahoma ($2.22), Alabama 
($2.22), Arkansas ($2.23), Mississippi ($2.23), South 
Carolina ($2.24), Texas ($2.24), Louisiana ($2.26), 
Tennessee ($2.26) and Kansas ($2.28). 
 Gas prices on the West Coast remain among the highest 
in the country. On the week, California (2 cents) and Oregon 
(1 cent) saw the largest price increases, while Alaska (2 
cents), Hawaii (1 cent) and Washington (1 cent) saw the 
largest price decreases. 
 Across the Great Lakes and Central U.S., gas prices 
have increased as much as 10 cents on the week with four 
states landing on this week’s top 10 states with the largest 
increases: Ohio (10 cents), Michigan (8 cents), Kentucky (8 
cents) and Kansas (6 cents). At $2.69, Michigan is selling 
the most expensive gas in the region, followed by Illinois 
($2.63) and Indiana ($2.61). Missouri ($2.21) is selling the 
cheapest gas not only in the Great Lakes and Central states, 
but in the whole country. 
 Compared to the beginning of December, Indiana (24 
cents), Michigan (23 cents), Ohio (15 cents) and Illinois (12 
cents) are the only states where gas prices have increased 
more than 10 cents on the month. 
 Gas prices in the South and Southeast remain among the 
cheapest in the country even with pump prices jumping in 
every state on the week except New Mexico (down 1 cent). 
Motorists in Florida (9 cents), Georgia (8 cents), Texas (7 
cents), Mississippi (6 cents), Alabama (5 cents) and 
Arkansas (5 cents) are seeing the biggest price increases in 
the region since Christmas Day. 
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 Gas prices are $2.50 or more in 11 Mid-Atlantic and 
Northeast states: Pennsylvania ($2.74), Washington, D.C. 
($2.71), Connecticut ($2.64), New York ($2.64), New Jersey 
($2.56), Rhode Island ($2.54), West Virginia ($2.54), 
Vermont ($2.53), Massachusetts ($2.53), Maine ($2.51) and 
Maryland ($2.51). Motorists in every state are paying more 
on the week. With a 13 cent jump, Delaware saw the largest 
increase in the country and the region. 
 States in the Rockies were among the only ones to see 
gas prices decrease in the country on the week: Idaho (1 
cent), Colorado (1 cent) and Utah (1 cent). Gas prices 
remained stable in both Montana ($2.58) and Wyoming 
($2.43) on the week. Looking at gas prices this time last 
year, Montana (up 35 cents), Wyoming (up 24 cents) and 
Utah (up 22 cents) land on the top 10 states list with the 
biggest year-over-year changes. 
 
 
Visa Pilots Biometrics Payments Card 
 Two banks, Mountain America Credit Union and Bank 
of Cyprus, are working with Visa on pilots for a new EMV 
dual-interface (chip- and contactless-enabled) payment card 
that leverages biometrics. 
 According to Visa, the biometric payment card pilots 
will test the use of fingerprint recognition as alternatives to 
PIN or signature to authenticate the cardholder. Both pilots 
are being managed through the Visa Ready for Biometrics 
program, a new vertical supporting the growing demand for 
biometric authentication solutions. 
 “The world is quickly moving toward a future that will 
be free of passwords, as consumers realize how biometric 
technologies can make their lives easier,” said Jack 
Forestell, head of global merchant solutions, Visa Inc. “As 
electronic payments expand dramatically around the world, 
Visa is committed to developing and investing in emerging 
capabilities that deliver a better, more secure payment 
experience.” 
 The card works when a cardholder places his/her finger 
on the sensor, where a comparison is performed between the 
fingerprint and the previously enrolled fingerprint template 
securely stored in the card to authenticate the transaction. 
Green and red lights are integrated into the card to indicate a 
successful or unsuccessful match. The biometric data is 
stored and matched locally in the card to ensure that a 
cardholder’s data and privacy is protected. Since biometric 
data is unique to each person, it’s substantially harder for 
criminals to commit fraud. 
 The pilot cards are EMV contactless-enabled, and Visa 
touts the cards as an alternative to PIN or signature. 
Hardware upgrades would be unnecessary, as the biometric 
card is immediately compatible with existing payment 
terminals that accept contactless- or chip-based payments 
around the world. 
 In a recent survey on perceptions of biometric 
authentication, Visa found that consumers have a strong 
interest in new biometric technologies. The survey found 
that 86% of consumers are interested in using biometrics to 

verify identity or to make payments, and more than 65% of 
consumers are already familiar with biometrics. 
 The Bank of Cyprus and Mountain America Credit 
Union pilots will begin in early 2018 to assess the 
cardholder experience and the technology of the biometric 
cards in different retail environments. The Bank of Cyprus 
pilot utilizes technology from Gemalto, and the Mountain 
America Credit Union pilot is being supported by 
technology from Fingerprint Cards and Kona-I. 
 
 
Shell Purchases U.K.’s First Utility 
 In late December, Shell Petroleum Company Limited 
signed an agreement to buy 100% of First Utility, a leading 
independent U.K.-based household energy and broadband 
provider. 
 Shell’s energy supply, trading and marketing expertise, 
combined with First Utility’s experience in serving around 
825,000 homes in the United Kingdom, will enable Shell to 
expand its energy supply business from commercial and 
industrial customers into the residential sector. 
 “The supply and demand of residential energy is rapidly 
changing, driven by new technologies that enable 
householders to better manage their energy use, and the need 
for a low-carbon energy system,” Mark Gainsborough, 
Shell’s executive vice president of new energies, said. “This 
combination will enable Shell to enter a new part of the 
energy market in the UK and to improve choice for 
customers by delivering innovative services at competitive 
prices.” 
 Shell Energy Europe Limited (SEEL), the Shell group’s 
European gas and power marketing and trading business, 
will continue to supply wholesale gas and electricity to 
energy retailers in the U.K. and Europe, including First 
Utility. In 2015, a licensing agreement between Shell Brands 
International and First Utility enabled them to operate in the 
German household energy sector under the Shell brand. 
 “We believe that the time is right to build upon our 
strong relationship with First Utility by investing to grow its 
business,” Gainsborough said. 
 Shell sees a new electricity value chain emerging in the 
U.K., in which customers play an increasingly important role 
in managing their use and selling some power back to the 
grid. 
 The agreement also complements Shell’s growing 
network of forecourt charging points and its recent 
acquisition of NewMotion, one of Europe’s largest vehicle 
charging 
 
 
FDA Set to Review Modified Risk  
Classification for Camel Snus 
 Modified Risk Tobacco Product (MRTP) applications 
for six styles of Camel Snus are in the hands of the Food and 
Drug Administration. 
 According to Reynolds American Inc. (RAI), the 
agency accepted, and filed for substantive review, 18 MRTP 
applications covering the six styles. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco 
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Co. (RJRT) introduced the pouched, smokefree tobacco 
product in 2006 and markets it nationwide. 
 "FDA's acceptance and filing for review of these MRTP 
applications for Camel Snus is an important step forward in 
fulfilling RAI's commitment to collaborative leadership in 
the transformation of the tobacco industry," said James 
Figlar, senior vice president, scientific and regulatory affairs 
for RAI Services Co. 
 RJRT submitted the applications in April, as CSNews 
Online previously reported. 
 The applications request FDA authorization to market 
Camel Snus as a modified risk tobacco product with 
advertising information that would, if approved by the 
agency, indicate a differential in risk for smokers who 
switch completely to Camel Snus from cigarette smoking. 
 The FDA is expected to complete a substantive review 
process within the year. The process will include the receipt 
of public comments and review by the Tobacco Products 
Scientific Advisory Committee (TPSAC). 
 "We look forward to working closely with the FDA and 
the TPSAC in their review of what we feel are 
comprehensive scientific applications," Figlar added. "We 
believe the science and our proposed advertising to be 
compelling and accurate. FDA must now critically evaluate 
all of the information to establish that this type of modified 
risk advertising is appropriate and will benefit public 
health." 
 During FDA's substantive review process, a redacted 
version of the applications will be made available to the 
public. 
 Based in Winston-Salem, RAI is an indirect, wholly 
owned subsidiary of British American Tobacco plc, and the 
U.S. parent company of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.; Santa 
Fe Natural Tobacco Co. Inc.; American Snuff Co. LLC; 
Niconovum USA Inc.; Niconovum AB; and R.J. Reynolds 
Vapor Co. 
 
 
More New York Counties Consider  
Higher Tobacco Buying Age 
 More New York localities are taking matters into their 
own hands when it comes to instituting a higher minimum 
age for buying tobacco products, the Lockport Union-Sun & 
Journal reports. Statewide measures haven’t been able to 
make it out of committees, so county governments are 
enacting their own higher tobacco buying age. 
 Currently, more than 50% of New York residents live in 
areas where you have to be 21 to buy tobacco products, 
including Albany, Cattaraugus, Chautauqua , Cortland, 
Orange, Schenectady, Suffolk, Sullivan and Tompkins 
counties. Onondaga County approved a similar measure, but 
it has yet to be finalized, while Dutchess and Clinton 
counties are debating an increase as well. 
 Those supporting a higher minimum age argue that it 
will help improve public health. “There is a lot of support 
for this and it's coming from both sides of the aisle,” said 

Kevin O'Flaherty, northeastern region director for Tobacco 
Free Kids. 
 More than 270 localities in 18 states have 21 as the 
minimum buying age for tobacco products, including 
Topeka, Kan., which approved the higher minimum wage 
this month. Five states have a higher tobacco buying age of 
21: California, Hawaii, Maine, New Jersey and Oregon. For 
more, read “Must Be 21 to Buy” in NACS Magazine. 
 
 
Because You Asked 
 Question - Does New York State require Air Conditions 
certification to perform A/C Repairs? 
 Answer - There is no requirement for the EPA 
certification as part of the Repair Shop application process.  
However, we could see it coming up during an investigation 
into a consumer complaint regarding an AC repair.  An AFI 
would usually collect facts surrounding the repair in 
question such as whether or not the facility had pertinent 
repair manuals, training, equipment, etc.  I think it would be 
appropriate for an AFI to ask to see it during a consumer 
complaint investigation involving HVAC repair.  This would 
help the AFI make a determination into whether or not the 
facility had the expertise required under 82.13 of the repair 
shop regulations. 
 
DMV Record Retrieval 
 DMV record retrieval is available to association 
members and affiliates at a cost of $12 per record.  
Additionally, you may order DMV certified paper abstracts 
of driver’s license, vehicle registration, and vehicle title 
records for an additional fee of $2 per abstract. Please call 
516-371-6201. 
 
Attention Inspection Stations 
 The Association has received a flurry of requests for 
legal representation for violations of the DMV commissioner 
regulations known as "clean scanning."  that is  when a 
vehicle other that the one to be inspected is substitute for the 
OBD-II part of the test.  We have no defense for these 
violations.  DMV has the ability to trace the OBD-II 
inspection to the vehicle used for the inspection. 
 If you cannot pass a vehicle for any reason, get help.  
That help could come from DMV.  This violation almost 
always results in revocation. 
 
All Petroleum Bulk Storage Facilities 
 YOU WERE REQUIRED TO DESIGNATE A CLASS 
A AND/OR B AUTHORIZED OPERATOR TO NYS DEC 
NO LATER THAT OCTOBER 11, 2016 
 THIS WAS MORE THAN A YEAR AGO 
 If you have not done this you are now subject to a $500 
penalty from NYS DEC.  This may now be unavoidable 
 If you have not reported this information to NYS DEC 
as of yet do so immediately.  Communicate this information 
to DEC at operatortraining@dec.ny.gov 
 Or call the association office 

 
 



NYVIP2 MESSAGE No. 239  

DATE: 1/9/2018  

TO: ALL INSPECTION STATIONS  

FROM: OPUS INSPECTION INC  

SUBJECT: TRANSACTION FEE (TEST AUTHORIZATION)  

 

This message is to inform you that there is no change in the test authorization (TA) fee for 2018. Each 

inspection/transaction pre-paid to Opus will remain the same at $0.436 (43.6 cents) for the next year. 

Test Authorizations will continue to be sold in batches of twenty (20) at a cost of $8.72 per batch. The 

TA fee is for each inspection your NYVIP2 CVIS conducts.  

 

Under contract with the New York State Department of Motor Vehicles (NYSDMV), Opus Inspection Inc. 

(Opus) is the provider of Computerized Vehicle Inspection System (CVIS) equipment and information 

management for the New York Vehicle Inspection Program (NYVIP2). Your inspection station has a 

contract with Opus for those services.  

 

NYSDMV does not have discretion in determining the test authorization fee amount each year. The 

contract between NYSDMV and Opus requires a recalculation of this fee each year based on the number 

of inspections/transactions occurring in the prior year by the entire inspection station network.  

 

If you have questions, you may call Opus Inspection at 1-866-623-8378.  



 
   

Wage Paid by Employer (minimum) 
 
 
As of: 
 

 
12/31/16 

 
12/31/17 

 
12/31/18 

 
12/31/19 

 
12/31/20 

 
12/31/21 

 
NYC –  
Large Employers  
(of 11 or more) 

 
$11.00 

 
$13.00 

 
$15.00 

   

NYC – 
Small Employers 
(10 or less) 

 
$10.50 

 
$12.00 

 
$13.50 

 
$15.00 

  

Long Island  
         & 
Westchester 

 
$10.00 

 
$11.00 

 
$12.00 

 
$13.00 

 
$14.00 

 
$15.00 

Remainder of 
New York State 
 

 
$ 9.70 

 
$10.40 

 
$11.10 

 
$11.80 

 
$12.50 

 
 

Food Service 
Workers  
(New York City) 

 
$12.00 

 
$13.50 

 
$15.00 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Food Service 
Workers (Except 
New York City) 

 
$10.75 

 
$11.75 

 
$12.75 

 
$13.75 

 
$14.50 

 
$15.00 

 
Credit for Tips Received (maximum) 

 
NYC –  
Large Employers  
(of 11 or more) 

 
$1.85 

 
$ 2.15 

 
$ 2.50 

 
$ 2.50 

 
$ 2.50 

 
$ 2.50 

NYC – 
Small Employers 
(10 or less) 

 
$1.75 

 
$ 2.00 

 
$ 2.25 

 
$ 2.50 

 
$ 2.50 

 
$ 2.50 

Long Island  
         & 
Westchester 

 
$1.65 

 
$ 1.85 

 
$2.00 

 
$ 2.15 

 
$ 2.35 

 
$ 2.50 

Remainder of 
New York State 

 
$1.60 

 
$ 1.75 

 
$ 1.85 

 
$ 1.95 

 
$ 2.10 

 
TBD 

 
 



$500 Cash Bonus
once you spend $4,500 on purchases 
within 3 months of account opening*

Earn a one-timeUnlimited
 2% Cash Back

on every purchase

Accelerate your business growth every time you make purchases 
for equipment, parts, advertising and everything in between.

Message and data rates may apply.

Participating Carriers: AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, Boost, Virgin Mobile USA, Cricket, 
MetroPCS, U.S. Cellular, nTelos, C Spire, Carolina West Wireless, Cellcom, Interop and Rural Carrier 
Group. Supported carriers are not liable for delayed or undelivered messages.

*Existing or previous Spark Business cardholders may not be eligible for this one-time bonus.

Text AUTO to 701-800-1020 to apply.

Earn unlimited 2% cash back with the Spark® Cash credit card 
and start putting thousands of dollars back into your business.

Rewards Potential: High



Lawley & NYSASSRS

• Up to a 25% upfront discount offered

• Over 30% Average Annual
Dividend (25 Years)

• Save up to 55% off
your current premium*

• Last years dividend
was 30% ($3,045,773) 

• Dividend checks as high as
$65,433 have been  issued
to our policy holders

• Easy quoting process

• Program available to all members

Together we have returned
$45,425,528 to policy holders since 1991

lawleyinsurance.com  |  361 Delaware Ave, Buffalo, New York

You owe it to yourself to make 
sure you are getting the best deal.

NYS Worker’s Compensation
Program Highlights

*Based on 25% 
up-front discount + 
declared dividends

Bill Adams
716.849.8641 | badams@lawleyinsurance.com

New York State Association of Service Stations & Repair Shops



PROPERTY FOR SALE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

LOCATED ON AVENUE U IN 
MARINE PARK, BROOKLYN 
60’X100’ CORNER PROPERTY 

ZONED R-4 WITH A VARIANCE FOR 
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS 

ASKING $1.795 MILLION 
 

INTERESTED PARTIES  
PLEASE CONTACT WAYNE AT THE GASDA OFFICE 

516-371-6201 EXT.101 
OR ERIC BEHM AT 516-493-7236 



Garage Insurance Survey
Name of Business:

Street Address:

City: State: Zip:

Phone # Fax # E-Mail:

Contact Person: Phone # (if different from above)

Are you happy with the cost and service provided by your 
carrier/agent?

Yes No

If yes STOP here…

If NO or NOT SURE you may want to look at the following

Is your coverage insufficient?
Yes No

Is the service poor to non-existent? Yes No

Is the cost too high? Yes No

Are you satisfied with your current coverage? Yes No

Are you interested in a quote from another insurer? Yes No

Is so please check each that apply:
Property & Casualty
Workers Comp
Disability
Health

If you checked one or more of the above please provide the following information:

Name of Current Insurer:

Type of Insurance:

Renewal Date:

When/How is the best time to contact you?

If you are interested in learning how you may save on insurance costs
Please fill out and fax to your local association at 518-452-1955







FREE MONEY 
BE A MEMBER OF OUR ASSOCIATION OR AFFILIATES 

FILL OUT THIS FORM AND FAX BACK TO US 
BUY $7500 IN PARTS IN ONE QUARTER FROM YOUR NAPA DEALER 

RECEIVE A REBATE CHECK FOR 2% OF YOUR PURCHASES (MINIMUM OF $150 REBATE) 
PUT THE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET 

NOTE: YOU CAN NOT BE A MEMBER OF THIS AND ANOTHER NATIONAL NAPA PROGRAM 

FREE MONEY 
 

Name of Your Business: 
 
Business Address Street: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: E-Mail: 

Name of NAPA Dealer: 
 
NAPA Street Address: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: 

 
Additional NAPA Dealer(s) you do business with: 

Name of NAPA Dealer: 
 
NAPA Street Address: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: 

Name of NAPA Dealer: 
 
NAPA Street Address: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: 

 

FAX this form back to: 
518 452-1955 



AutoPass Private Label 
Credit Card Program

 Contact CFNA today at 800.527.6770 or sales@cfna.com
© 2015 Credit First National Association. All Rights Reserved

In store 
advertising 
collateral

AutoPass Private Label Credit Card Program
NYASSARS

Why Choose CFNA? /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Who is CFNA  ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Card Benefits /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

When //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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